
Metro Detroit Gamers 
Need Your Participation!

Metro Detroit Gamers is having their MichiCon 2011
Gaming Convention

Friday & Saturday June 10th and 11th 
At Oakland University in Rochester, Michigan

Metro Detroit Gamers has been around since 1972. Our conventions draw hundreds of participants every
year that enjoy the latest in board games, collectable card games, miniature games and role-playing
games and more. Metro Detroit Gamers provides to you many additional opportunities to reach the robust
gaming community of Michigan.

Why should your organization participate?

Your products and services would be available first hand and directly to a large consumer base that might
not otherwise know what you offer or where you are. The gaming community in Michigan is always
looking for alternatives to make their purchases.

Types of participation that help

*Buying table space at MDG  conventions to market your products and services.
*Donating goods and products for MDG convention participants to receive as prizes.
*MDG wants your input on how to make the Michigan gaming community grow and improve.
*Sponsorship of event(s) at this and future MDG  conventions.
*Direct participation, i.e. running gaming events and/or a demonstration team to show off your new
products.
*Special guests from within the gaming industry.
*Volunteering time and services.
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For further information, please contact:

Matt Kiriazis
Hmdkiria@hotmail.com
or MDGGamingevents@gmail.com

Home # 734-455-5281
Cell # 734-218-2199

Hhttp://metrodetroitgamers.wordpress.com/
Hhttp://tinyurl.com/MetroDetroitGamers

EXHIBITOR INFORMATION
By reserving table space at MichiCon 2011, exhibitors have read and agree to comply
with the conditions, restrictions and other requirements herein. Dealers shall comply
with all restrictions noted in the Oakland Center Decorations Policy:

Decorations
The meeting rooms in the Oakland Center are continually in use and require a timely schedule of
cleaning and reset in each room.  The type of decorations used impact the turn over time of these
rooms.  When decorating an Oakland Center meeting space do not cover the windows on the
meeting room doors or cover "exit" signs.  Stapling, tacking or adhering to any painted surfaces,
brick walls, furniture, floors or glass doors is prohibited.  No glitter or confetti is to be used in the
Oakland Center meeting spaces.  Candles, pyrotechnics, fogging devices and decorations that
"bleed" color when wet (i.e. crepe paper) are prohibited.  Groups that violate the decoration policies
may be charged accordingly.   

Table fees are $35 per table (payable at the convention).
Only 7-8 tables are presently available, so there is a conditional limit of 2 tables per
dealer. 
All tables are rectangular (8 ft x 2.5 ft).
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MULTIMEDIA PROMOTIONAL LISTINGS  NEW!

Metro Detroit Gamers will be ATTEMPTING to use the multimedia projection system at

Oakland University to provide supplemental advertising,

 
There is no charge for this service.
 
What MDG needs is a 4 slide (maximum) PowerPoint presentation (or Open Office
equivalent) from the vendor. The slides can have any information on it, but each slide
will be on for 15-20 seconds, so stick with pictures and bullet points. No embedded
sound is permitted (forget the Billy Mays memorial sales pitches and explosion sound
effects). Remind the vendors that people can be 70 feet away from the screen, so it's
important that fonts be easy to read and large.
 
Here are some suggestions for the slides:
 

· Business card info like company name, address, phone number, web site, etc.
· Pictures of product lines or brick and mortar store.
· Logos of brand names you carry.
· Pictures of the friendly and helpful staff.

 
Here are some unacceptable slides:
 

· Pictures of products not permitted at the con (weapons, weapon replicas, military
sci/fi fantasy uniforms/costumes, etc.).

· R-rated images that display violence (cover art for published games is OK), nudity
and/or other objectionable content.

· No imbedded links to internet sites (we won't have access); the slide presentation
should be entirely self contained and independent of internet.

· No voices, sound or sound effects.
 
MDG fully supports the First Amendment, but as a private organization, we do have the
right and responsibility to restrict content in keeping with the family oriented event that
we are running.
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MDG will add a fifth slide to all presentations. It will consist of the room layout and the
vendors table(s) will be highlighted.

SETUP AND TEAR DOWN:
Convention Registration Area opens Friday at 2PM

Set up no later than Friday, 12 Noon. 

The Oakland Center is Building #13. The Gold Room is near the center’s North entrance
adjacent to Wilson Blvd. There is a ramp nearby for unloading next to the building’s
receiving dock between Room 130 and the Oakland Room:

Gold Room C will be unlocked on Saturday at 8:00 am. Other rooms will be unlocked at
8:00 am. You can stop sales at your table(s) any time after 6:00 pm. The convention
closes at 11:00 pm. Dealers are expected to be packed up by no later than 10:30 pm on
Saturday..

OTHER DEALER RESTRICITONS AND CONDITIONS:
No weapons or weapon replicas shall be sold.
Dealers or their sales representatives shall wear no uniforms or costumes.
No uniforms, military memorabilia or similar items shall be sold at the dealer’s
tables(s).
 
Please contact Matt Kiriazis if you have any questions or have any special needs or
requirements. Metro Detroit Gamers is looking forward to seeing you at WinterCon
2011. 
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